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Bhagirathi III
Bob Barton

In 1978 Alien Fyffe and I climbed Kalanka, Changabang's graceful
neighbour in the Nanda Devi sanctuary. This gave a grand climb in
superb surroundings, with the outcome in doubt until the last moment,
but the difficulties were those of bad snow and bad acclimatisation, of
logistics and weather, and no single pitch would have presented much
difficulty were it in Britain. On our return someone looking at the
photographs suggested that the face looked like a good ski descent; ajoke
perhaps, but the barb struck and our ambitions on a more technical
route were born.

Changabang was the obvious choice but to revisit the same area, with
the whole of the Himalaya to choose from, seemed a little
unimaginative. Since our previous trip to India, the Gangotri Glacier
had been opened to non-Indians and some fine climbs had been done in
1981. Doug Scott suggested to Alien that the SW pillar of Bhagirathi III
would give a good climb for a two-man party, so an application to India
was made. Some weeks later we got hold of a photograph of the face. I
knew something had happened because Alien looked as if he didn't know
whether to laugh or cry, and when I saw the picture it had the same
effect on me. The line was compellingly obvious in the way of an El
Capitan or a Walker Spur, but it seemed highly presumptuous for a team
who usually couldn't manage an E2 at sea level to contemplate this
wonderful granite pillar. I was wildly impressed by Scott's generosity in
giving away this plum but Alien seemed to think that he had some kind
of grudge against us! All summer, a dry summer, we climbed in
Scotland and every eveninl' we would Dore over the photographs of the
face, dividing the soarmg granite into Shelter Stones and Dubh Lochs,
until we had persuaded ourselves of the feasibility of Bhagirathi Ill.

The approach to the mountain seemed luxuriously short after the
rigours of the Rishi Gorge, and I was relaxed and happy as I sauntered
along a well-groomed footpath beyond Gangotri. The sun was dead
ahead and it was difficult to see the details of the hills, but there was
something familiar about the shape of the ridge crest with big smooth
walls dropping to the glacier below ... The realisation was daunting-I
was looking at the face that we intended to climb, and suddenly, success
seemed very distant. Perhaps it was the altitude, but I felt depressed and
demoralised as I trudged towards the glacier, and even the landscape
had lost its charm, with an ugly encampment of corrugated iron
buildings just a mile from Gaumukh, the true source of the Ganga and
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one of the most sacred places in India. Next to the encampment was an
ashram where pilgrims and the disciples of a holy man lived a life of
simplicity, and here we were given shelter for the night.

An elderly pilgrim had, in her devotion, gone beyond Gaumukh and
onto the glacier. She was shod only in flip-flops and her feet were now a
mass of cuts and blisters. We were asked to help, but in the course of
unpacking dressings and antiseptics we discovered that our medical
supplies had been ransacked during the journey from U ttarkashi. A few
minutes later our Liaison Officer told us that the porters were refusing to
continue the next day. We were tired and irritable, and these incidents
seemed the last straw. I was furious, but not even sure we were in the
right, for this was one of the illuminating moments where East meets
West, and our unwieldy, frenetic caravan of creature comforts seemed
to compare badly with the asceticism and tranquillity of life in the
ashram.

Day dawned cold and clear, the porters had a change of heart, and we
were soon away. The glacier was hard going, but we eventually reached
Tapovan, a fine meadow behind the moraines on the W bank of the
Gangotri Glacier, where we established a base camp under the imposing
fang of Shivling. We could see Bhagirathi III from base, and the
structure of the mountain became clearer. The NW face, a scooped
granite wall, overhung a tiny glacier and the shattered lower rocks, and
this face was in turn overhung by the sinister black rocks of the summit
cap. We were hoping to climb the edge of the scooped wall, where it
joined the less formidable SW face, and then the icefield above.

For several days we shuttled loads across the Gangotri Glacier to a
tent on the E bank which was to be an advanced base, and which we
occupied on 15 September. That evening, the setting sun turned the face
a deep orange, and our pillar sprung up between two cloud banks like
some cosmic messenger, a huge monolithic hourglass of glowing granite.
Next morning we set off to recce a route to the foot of the pillar. The
lower rocks were steep and shattered, but we found an intricate route to
the Brown Tower, a good bivi site just below the granite. The following
day we returned to the Brown Tower with food for several days, and by
mid-afternoon we were on the granite. The sun was warm, and we
climbed in rock-boots on perfect rock, so the dominant memory is one of
sheer enjoyment, after the hard work of the preceding days. At sunset
we fixed a couple of ropes and abseiled back to Brown Tower, jubilant
that the climbing was good, but conscious that we were only nibbling at
the slabby toe of the buttress, while above swept its full height.

We spent another two days climbing up to a small icefield on the
ridge-a prominent landmark because it appeared to be the last place
where we could expect reasonable bivouac ledges, but all that could be
found were two awkward rocky ledges-The Steps. The climbing up to
this point had been excellent. Low down, there was a short section of
tenuous aid and a steep committing groove, whilst the last tier before
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The Steps formed an impressive prow, scored by vertical cracks. This
looked really scary, and I set off swathed in etriers, and all the large
Friends and nuts that we could muster. In fact the pitch went free at
about Severe-but what a Severe-sensational exposure on very steep
rock, but with excellent hOlds, and a perfect hand traverse Ca 'perfect
hand traverse' being one that runs to footholds, as opposed to a 'pure
hand traverse', which does not). The pitch after this followed the
improbably narrow ridge until a bare-handed struggle with a powder
filled groove on the shadowed N side led to The Steps.

It was our plan to return to base camp to resupply for an all out push,
but first we wanted to do one pitch out of the top of the icefield, where
the rock began to sweep up to the summit. An exposed traverse on hard
ice led to a smooth rib, but round the corner I could feel a hairline crack
which took the tip of a knifeblade. I was trying hard to climb fast,
because this, the first pitch on the upper part of the pillar was an omen
for what was to follow, but the aid climbing in the thin crack leant
awkwardly and I almost fell off with cold hands while making some free
moves in the icy crack above. Alien was freezing on the stance below,
and it was time to go down, so I cleaned the pitch from an abseil. This
was the fifteenth pitch above Brown Tower, but by carefully arranging
seven of our eight climbing ropes we managed to fix the difficult sections
for our return.

Reading and lying in the sun at base camp was delightful; we were
pleased with our progress and started to make plans for the rest of the
route as though we believed that we might get up it. We decided that,
the difficulty of climbing apart, our main problems would be in finding
suitable bivi ledges and finding snow for melt-water. The snowpatches
on the rock pillar were shrinking visibly in the hot weather and were
already few and far between, so it looked as though we might have to
carry water for about half the route. We decided to employ a 'capsule'
style of ascent, using a limited amount of rope to fix temporarily
between bivi sites. Once a section had been climbed, the ropes behind
would be stripped, and then extended towards the next ledge.

There was a definite optimism as we headed for advanced base on
22 September, but that evening ominous waves of cloud began to roll
around Karchakund, and the tent started to rattle in the wind. By
morning it had started to snow heavily, and by lunchtime it was clear
that we wouldn't be going climbing for a while. Returning across the
Gangotri Glacier was terrible. An icy wind blew, visibility was almost
nil, and deep drifts made the going very hard. I breathed a sigh of relief
when we reached the moraines on the E bank that·led to base camp, but
these moraines had collected much of the snow blowing in from the W,
and the 40 minute stroll to Tapovan became a three-hour fight through
the drifts.

Just before camp, the clouds lifted and a mocking beam of sunlight lit
the face. We could see little snow sticking to the steep rocks, and we were
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now convinced that coming down was the wrong decision. When I woke
the next day, I was dreading good weather, and it was a relief to see
squally showers racing across the glacier albeit pursued by patches of
sunlight. The weather gradually improved, but the warm summer days
of mid-September seemed to have been elbowed away by the
forerunners of winter, and the deep snow around base camp had become
a permanent feature.

Dawn on 27 September found us toiling with huge sacks up the scree
slopes above advance base. Two weeks earlier, this slope had been a
sweatbox; now my feet were numb and my hands freezing despite
Dachstein mitts. The scree gave way to the shattered lower tiers of the
mountain. We followed the same route as before, but this time much of
the loose rock was masked in powder snow. The going was both
strenuous and insecure, with a nagging exposure. The rope we had left
in an ice gully just below the Brown Tower was now buried in avalanche
debris, and I stayed to dig this out while Alien went up to excavate the
climbing gear that we had cached at the'base of the granite. After an
hour he shouted that he couldn't find my gear, and when I joined him,
my heart sank. The rocky ledges where we had left the equipment had
been obliterated by a snowfield. Alien had found his gear at once, since a
sling had remained above the snow, but of mine there was not a sign.
We worked hard trenching the likely areas, till at last after a couple of
hours my axe hooked on to something, I carefully excavated the snow
and pulled out all the gear except one jumar, which we could not find.

That night my spirits were at their lowest. I was tired, the cold and the
quantity of snow made our chances on the route seem very slim, and I
was angry that my carelessness could put success even further from our
grasp. Losing a jumar wasn't an insuperable obstacle, but it seemed a
pretty big setback that would slow us down considerably. I continued the
search in the morning while Alien jumared up the first rope, but my
heart wasn't in the work and it seemed obvious that a snow slide had
taken away the missing jumar. Alien was at the first stance, and I was
just about to abandon the digging and start tying my prusik knots, when
I hit the jackpot and plucked the errant item from the snow.

We took turns with the awful job of hauling, while the other person
stripped the ropes and removed the anchors behind. A later afternoon
snowstorm caught us a pitch below The Steps at a point where the fixed
rope led up a smooth overhanging wall. Jumaring this with a heavy sack
was entertaining for the spectator, but not the participant, and hauling
the haulbag was a nightmare with it jamming every few metres until
Alien could swing in to free it. We reached the bivi site at nightfall. It
had been a hard day, so the following morning we left most of our gear
at The Steps, and quickly regained the high point of our reconnaissance.
I huddled there in deep shadow, envying Alien as he climbed a few aid
moves out to a hidden crack on the front face and into the sun. It began
to snow again as I neared the top of a smooth right slanting groove, so
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we left some ropes and started to descend to The Steps. We had spotted a
snowledge out to the right of the last pitch, so Allen made a 1Sm
pendulum, pronounced it a promising bivi site and rerouted the ropes to
include it.

On Day 3 we dug a couple of ledges there and ferried all the gear up
from The Steps. We had abandoned hauling as a waste of effort, and on
this section making two trips up the fixed ropes with the sacks seemed to
make more sense. Above Pendulum Ledge lay the steepest part of the
route. Whilst on the glacier we had seen what appeared to be a huge
double-sided flake on the face, and the top of this, about 300m higher,
seemed to offer the next chance of a decent ledge. The left hand fault of
the flake was a huge chimney packed with hanging blocks, so we climbed
thin cracks in the wall to its left. This gave superb technical climbing,
but the Flake Pillar cast its shadow on us till the mid-afternoon, and
most of the cracks were heavily iced and powder filled.

The second usually cleaned a pitch from jumars, before leading the
next ropelength. Thus it seemed that our experiences of the route were
following parallel but different tracks; we briefly shared belay ledges, but
little else, for one man's memorable lead became a mundane technical
exercise for the other. One of my pitches was long and absorbing, with
every move up feeling like a dead end, so that reaching the top pleased
me as much as any pitch I've ever done. When Allen arrived he said all
the right things, but he was almost a spectator rather than a participant,
and I found this curiously dislocating.

The sun reached us in the late afternoon as Allen led what we hoped
would be the last steep pitch below the top of the Flake Pillar. It was a
perfect pitch following the weakness between two geometrically flawless
planes of granite, and we had been in the shadows for so long that the
colours had a surreal intensity. That evening it began to snow quite
heavily and the accumulation of spindrift behind my bag kept pushing
me off the ledge.

On the fifth and sixth days we pushed the route forwards to the top of
the Flake Pillar, and stripped the pitches below. The top of the Flake
Pillar was an area of easy angled slabs, but gave only poor bivi sites, so
we were anxious to find something better. By next day some difficult
free climbing had taken us to comfortable blocky ledges on the edge of
the NW face, and from here we could see that the boundary between the
granite and the black summit cap was only about 200m above us. Some
snow ramps out to the right offered the easiest route, but as this part of
the face was raked by stonefall, we chose to follow some steep, shallow
chimneys on the left. The climbing in these was hard and we were both
conscious that there was no alternative to the line we were following.
The granite bowed out on Day 8 with some excellent climbing up a
series of exposed flakes, hut the first pitch up the black shale above was a
horror show of insecurity, with the programme continuing on the
following day. About 120m up this section we hacked a couple of bivi
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ledges out of the rock, and discussed the possibilities ahead of us. The
weather was looking very threatening and we needed to move quickly,
so we packed the spare ropes and hardware into the haulbag and trussed
it up with the intention of jettisoning it down the NW face. As we
finished this task it began to snow heavily, and it seemed prudent to
hang on to the ropes until the storm passed, so it was the morning of Day
10 before Allen hurled the sacrifice into the void. There was an
incredibly long silence, a dull thump, and then he shouted that he could
see the bag rocketing down the glacier beneath. It came to a halt,
apparently intact after its 1DOOm free-fall, and we had every hope of
recovering it afterwards.

We set off climbing with the monstrously heavy sacks that are usually
associated with a lightweight push, and found the going very hard. The
shale outcrops had begun to give way to more continuous ice, but the ice
was hard and metallic, and it seemed impossible to hack a step that
would give any sort of rest. By mid-afternoon we were very tired and
there seemed little chance of a bivi 'site when, quite unexpectedly we
found a good ledge perched at the apex of the overhanging NW face. It
was getting colder all the time, and again snowed for much of the night.
The next morning the cold was intense and the possibility of frostbite
seemed real, but we were soon on the summit ridge, and mercifully this
was of snow, not ice. The warming sun reached us, the going was easier,
and for a while it was possible to enjoy the surroundings, the complex ice
domes of Karchakund and Kedarnath, the soaring towers of Shivling
and Thelay Sagar and the great sweep of the glacier beneath. Our
summit euphoria was short-lived; angry clouds swept in from the Wand
we knew that we had little time to avoid the threatening storm. The
prospect of endless abseils down the route threatened mind-numbing
repetition and accumulating error, so we chose to go down the N ridge
and E face.

Things got a little out of control on the descent. The upper pitches
were steep and exposed with no hope of any anchors, and soon the
driving snow forced us to take refuge under the cornice on the E face
where we were able to traverse the scarp slope on rotten ice. We had a
bad bivouac under the cornice, and then threaded a route down the
decomposing terraces and overhanging steps of the E face till we stood
on the uncanny flatness of the Chaturangi glacier.

We reached base camp after dark on 10 October. Above us, the
silhouette of Shivling was just visible against the night sky, but across the
glacier Bhagirathi Parbat had retreated behind a cloak of darkness. It
had been a long journey.

(Editor's Note The first ascent of Bhagirathi III was in 1933 by Charles
Warren and Colin Kirkus who ascended via the W ridge from the
Gangotri Glacier. They referred to the peak as the second Satopanth
peak. AJ 56 pp 306-320)
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